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A: The problem is that you are splitting the file at the start of a line: def
count_word(stream, word): """Count the number of times the string,
``word``, appears in the stream.""" if stream: return
Counter(word).most_common(1) else: return 0 You are then using it like
so: for line in stream: with open('{}.txt'.format(line.strip(' '))) as file: if
count_word(file, 'Test word') > count_word(file,'test '): file.close() That is
looking for lines with "Test" and "test" in them, then looking at the data
after the lines. But you are not looking at the lines. You are removing the
lines from the file. My suggestion is to not use "stream" to mean the
whole file, but read the lines, do the processing, and then write the lines
to the file again. Animoca Brands’ “Adiyogi” Cat Face RPG is Now
Available on the App Store “Adiyogi” is a game that combines the
popular “.io” genre with a cat-like visual and cat-like attitude Users can
play “Adiyogi” as either a cute lil’ cat called Adi, or a lovely cat-girl
called Bali Platform: iOS Purchasing Link: App Store Version: 1.0.0
Developer: Animoca Brands Limited Link: Built to cater to all ages of
gamers, Animoca has brought an extraordinary experience to the “.io”
genre with its latest game, “Adiyogi.” Image and “.io” game players
usually see game titles as just a cute little cat with a tail, but Animoca
has provided “Adiyogi” with an immersive, very cute app. “Adiyogi” is a
new
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